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Abstract

Title of Thesis:

"A Question of Influence:
Henry Louis Mencken"

William Cowper Brann and

Dale OWen Bishop, B. A.
Virginia Commonwealth University
Major Director:

Dr. Maurice Duke

A maJor critic of H. L. Mencken and a co-worker of his on the
Baltimore Sun have both theorized that Mencken was influenced by a
little-remembered Texas iconoclast who was assassinated in 1898, William
Cowper Brann.

Investigation revealed that Brann and Mencken agreed on

many topics such as Prohibition, politics and religion among others.
Mencken's early style compares well with Brann's, and they shared many
techniques and preferences for particular words standard in the
debunker's vocabulary.

Research revealed thatMencken even published an

article in 1900, at the age of twenty, in the magazine that had formerly
been published by Brann, Brann's Iconoclast.

As Mencken matured, he

moved away from some of the more obvious elements of the style which he
shared with Brann.

Included is a Brann bibliography.

Chapter I
Another Influence on Mencken?

One of the most fascinating aspects of Mencken scholarship is the
study of his style.

Many have analyzed his style, many more have

written glowingly of its attributes, and most agree on the
contributions of certain writers in the formation of Mencken's
flashing, brillant, incisive prose.

Among those most frequently named

are Kipling, Ambrose Bierce, Thomas Henry Huxley, Nietzsche, and
Macaulay.

Mencken modeled his first book, Ventures into Verse ( 1 90 3 )

on Kipling's Barrack-Room Ballads and was particularly influenced by
Kipling's "stirring masculine measures 11
words.

1

and his choice of Anglo-Saxon

From Nietzsche he learned to master the "outlandish metaphor,"

from Macaulay the "feigned omniscience," and from Ambrose Bierce "sheer
2

shockability 11

and "aristocratic prejudices.11

Bierce agreed on a number of points.

3

Indeed, Mencken and

As they drank beer together at

Mencken's home, they must have enjoyed sharing their mutual contempt
for American politicians, reformers and farmers or "peasants" as Bierce
called them.

4

Concerning his style, Mencken wrote, "I have never consciously
imitated any man save the anonymous editorial writer [Kingsbury] of the
New York Sun."

5

Expanding on this he added, "As for the fancy work on

the surface, it comes chiefly from [him].
apt phrases."

6

He taught me the value of

According to Mencken he learned the value of orderly

2

exposition and the importance of making the structure of an argument
simple from Thomas Henry Huxley, whom he began to read at the age of
fourteen.

7

Guy Jean Forgue in H. L. Mencken: L'Homme, L'Oeuvre,

L'Influence devotes a portion of a chapter, "Genese d'un Style," to a
study of those who may have influenced Mencken.

Forgue feels that

there is an influence on Mencken's style that has been neglected.
Agreeing that Mencken's articles in the Herald, The Smart Set and the
Bohemian followed the style of the New York Sun, he adds that there was
How

"an ironic or even acerbic turn which does not belong to the Sun.
can one not think also of W. C. Brann of the Iconoclast, with his
picturesque violence and his humor?
Mencken are often comparable:

The techniques of Brann and of

their use of incongruities, violent

contrasts, a mixture of erudition and slang, exaggerated metaphors,
according to the tradition of the southern journalist of the nineteenth
century and the humor of the southwest."
affinities between Brann and Mencken."
hypocrisy and the prudish affectations.

8

Forgue sees "evident

Both opposed "sentimentalism,
He [Brann] was also a humorous

reformer, and skillful rhetorician, pleased to shock his public and in
particular the clergy.

Certain of his articles in the San Antonio

Express, between 1892 and 1894, announce the tone of the heading,
'Free Lance. '

11

9

Forgue seems to have gotten his idea from Arthur F. McCullough.
On September 29, 1922, while Mencken was in Europe, McCullough wrote
a column in The Evening Sun entitled, "A Precursor of Mencken."

In

this article, which appeared where Mencken's normally did, McCullough
described "two American writers who within two decades of one another
essayed the thankless task of patching together Truth's broken mirror,

3

each using the same means, almost the identical language.

McCullough

then predicts that "when the literary historian of the future begins
poking

around to discover the genesis of Henry he will learn that

Mencken did not get his Carlylean fire direct.

He will find that down

in Waco one William Cowper Brann was writing in Mencken's style and
making blue the Texas air with his boob bumping and sham-smashing
while Henry, still a boy in his teens, was learning to drive nails at
Polytechnic."
Not only was their language the same, said McCullough, but their
purposes were almost the same.

Brann wrote in the "days of the

reaction against Victorianism," and "Humbug puncturing was in the air
and Brann fell to with a right good will.

As Mencken has taken up the

new spirit now, so he [Brann] took it up then."

In some instances,

Brann had attacked the same institutions that M2ncken was attacking at
the time of McCullough's article.

"There were no Rotary Clubs in those

days, nor any Ku Klux Klan, but there was an American Protective
Association which he helped laugh out of existence.
newspapers to be hammered;

Victorian prudery to be cut down; the

vagaries of several evangelical sects to be curbed;
riddled with satire;

There were also

prohibition to be

political mountebanks, and, as always, clowns in

Congress to be slammed."

This "gladiatorial work" reminded McCullough

of Mencken in the days of "The Free Lance."

McCullough cites Brann as

the sole writer of a periodical which quickly attained a circulation
twice that of any other magazine then being published in America and
then closes with:

"But Mencken had a greater vision than Brann.

He

saw the coming of a real literature of which America might be proud
and which would serve as an index to the race for ages to come.

And

4

he had the wisdom to make himself its prophet and the temerity to
develop Brann's style until it bec2me
its coming.

a fit medium with which to hasten

In doing so he has himself contributed to that literature

works of a far higher brand of genius than Brann could have ever
produced."
If Brann's name crops up periodically in articles and criticism of
Mencken, Mencken's name is even more frequently found in material on
Brann.

John Wilson Randolph, the major Brann biographer, sees Brann

and Mencken as part of the tradition of frontier humorists in that they
use humor to achieve some moral end.
Brann was one of the early members of this movement--a
movement which reached its climax perhaps in the biting
attacks of H. L. Mencken.
Indeed, the spirit and method of Brann and Mencken seem
identical.

Both struck out against institutional vices with

all the strength at their disposal;

both like to attain

forceful contrast by the juxtaposition of the long latinized
word with the salty, concrete figure of speech;

both

identified personalities with causes, frequently attacking
disliked institutions through a person who represented it;
both were never deterred [sic] in the slightest by the
veneration in which that institution or person might be
generally held.

10

John Ralph Whitaker in "W. C. Brann:

His Life and Influence in

Texas" printed a letter from Mencken which he had received in response
to his inquiry about Mencken's opinion of Brann's influence.

Mencken

5

wrote, "Unquestionably Brann was a brillant fellow, but I have always
had certain doubts about his bona fides--in fact, he has always seemed
to me to have been an orator rather than a writer.

Undoubtedly, his

influence was large, and equally undoubtedly it was mainly for the
11
good."
Again, Brann and Mencken are linked by Joseph L. Morrison in "Main
Currents in Brann's Iconoclast" published in Journalism Quarterly, in
the Spring of 1963.

"No professional writer can look into Brann today

without admiring his mastery of language.

One can read the most wrong-

headed harangue of Brann's with an appreciation similar to that evoked
by H. L. Mencken.

The man's opinion is not what really matters, it is

. w1. th Englis
. h prose." 12
h.is angry virtuosity
.
Yet another example may rest in a veiled comparison made by Hyder
E. Rollins of John Hopkins University in "William Cowper Brann" in the
South Atlantic Quarterly, January, 1915:
Brann seems to have been born at least a decade too soon.

He

may be regarded as the inunediate predecessor of those presentday writers who have busied themselves in tearing down
tradition.

To tear down traditions, to show that the ideals

we cheerish, the heroes we reverence, the festivities we
celebrate are foolish, immoral and baseless is a distinctively
modern tendency.

. A few of us are old fashioned enough to

think that a man who holds up to ridicule traditions that have
been made sacred by years of belief and association merits
severe condemnation.

But some people enjoy sacrilege, and to

this class Brann appealed. . . . His belief that legislative
regulation of the saloon is undesirable because it is contrary

6

to personal liberty, though the piece de resistance of all
subsequent anti-prohibitionists, has never been set forth
with more power or with greater sincerity:

and his remarks

on the subjects of germs considerably antedate those of

.
13
1atter day germ-maniacs.

It is possible that Mencken is the modern-day "tradition destroyer"
Rollins has in mind, for Mencken was known to attack Mr. Rollins'
university as well as the Anti-Saloon League in his column "The Free
Lance."

Further, Mencken also used this column to inform people about

tuberculosis and typhoid.

He repeatedly printed the number dead from

typhoid and almost every column in 1912 carried the injunction, "Boil
your drinking water!"
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Chapter II
A Biographical Sketch of William Cowper Brann

Who is this man whose name is so frequently linked to Mencken's?
Mencken's life and work are well documented but Brann's are not.

There

have been few articles published on him and only one book-length study
published to date.
A journalist and lecturer, Brann was born in Humbolt, Illinois, on
January 4, 1855.

His mother died when he was two and a half, and his

father, the Reverend Noble Brann, left him to be raised by William
Hawkins, a farmer.

After ten years of farm life, Brann left home

through a bedroom window without notifying either Hawkins or his father
of his intentions.
He began working as a bell-boy and moved through a series of jobs:
"painter, grainer, drununer, printer, reporter, editorial writer, and
finally owner of his own periodical.11

1

During this time he was

constantly improving his education by reading widely in philosophy,
fiction, history, biography, and science.

Later he studied Spanish,

. 2
German, French, and Latin.
In 1877, while working as a reporter on a small Illinois paper, he
married Carrie Martin of Rochelle, Illinois.
of their three children, was born.

In 1878, Inez, the first

Later he moved his family to St.

Louis where he worked as an editorial writer on the Globe-Democrat under
its well-known editor, Joseph B. Mccullagh.

In 1886 he resigned from

the Globe-Democrat and moved to Galveston, Texas, where he worked as a

9

reporter on the Galveston Tribune.

He moved later to the Galveston News

where he was both reporter and copyreader.

He left the News in either

1889 or 1890 for the position of editorial writer for the Houston Post.
While Brann was working for the Post, attempting to increase the
readership of its editorial page, a tragedy occurred in his family from
which he never completely recovered.
committed suicide.

His daughter, Inez, then thirteen,

For various reasons Brann felt that he had forced

his daughter into taking the overdose of morphine which killed her.
The note which she left revealed that she could not live with the idea
that she had disappointed her parents.

Brann's attempts to deal with

his feelings appear in the unusual editorial entitled "The Last Lesson,"
which is stylistically different from everything else that he ever
wrote.

One sentence from the editorial will give an idea of both this

style and his point of view:

"And the father kissed the dead lips of

his first born and knew that he had killed her.

11

3

Mrs. Brann said that

"he was never the same after that," and the change is visible in his
4
writing.

As a crusader he became less tolerant of human weakness and

social evils and attacked them with increasing virulence.
Brann left the Post in 1891 when he "became pregnant with an idea.
Being at that time the chief editorial writer on the Houston Post I
felt dreadfully mortified, as nothing of the kind had
occurred in the eminently moral establislunent.

ever before

Feeling that I was

forever disqualified for the place by this untoward incident, I resigned
•
•
'
II 5
and took sanctuary in
the village
of Austin.

On approximately July 1, 1891, Brann went to work as an editorial
writer on the Austin Statesman.

In June of that year, Brann had

announced the advent of a new magazine, the Austin Iconoclast.

Volume

10

I, Number 1, appeared on about August 1.

The second number of the

Austin Iconoclast appeared in September, and Brann felt so sure of the
success of his venture that he resigned from the Austin Statesman and
launched into what would prove to be a lucrative, long-term endeavor,
lecturing.
Iconoclast.

He originally began to lecture to help support the
All went well with the Iconoclast until November when his

6
friend, Charles A. Edwards, part-owner, left to take another position.
Brann was able to put out the December number, but that issue marked
the end of the Austin Iconoclast.

After evaluating his position, Brann

decided to change the name of the magazine to the Texas Iconoclast and
to go to quarterly rather than monthly publication.

It saw publication

Brann was defeated and

in March of 1892 and was poorly received.

turned management of the Texas Iconoclast over to Thomas M. Bowers who
directed it until its demise.

Brann left Texas and returned to the

St. Louis Globe-Democrat as a reporter.
By the fall of 1892 he was back in Texas as the result of an offer
to take over the editorship of the San Antonio Express.

In the

meantime, Bowers had given up on the Texas Iconoclast which he had
altered beyond recognition.

The equipment reverted to Brann, and he

put it up for sale in March of 1894.
from Brann for $250.

William Sidney Porter bought it

Porter published two numbers of the Iconoclast as

a humor magazine before Brann regained the rights to the name.

By late

April, 1894, Porter had renamed his publication the Rolling Stone and
marked the next issue, Volune I, Number 3.

7

Brann regretted that he had been forced to sell the Iconoclast
and began to publish pamphlets to improve his financial situation.
"Dives and Lazarus," and "Potiphar's Wife" sold well and may have given

11

Brann the independence to respond to the attack of
Express reporter.

w.

H. Brooker on an

Brann defended the reporter in print by attacking

Brooker, a prominent and powerful man.

Brooker spoke with the publisher

of the Express, and a retraction was printed without Brann's knowledge.
He resigned.

In August "he

Free now, he began to lecture again.

announced that he had 'accepted the offer of a Northern Bureau'

and

that_inthe fall he would deliver 'at least twenty lectures in the
principal Northern cities. 111

8

Whether or not he ever made that tour and

what cities he might have spoken in cannot now be determined, but in
October, 1894, he arrived in Waco, Texas, and took the position of
editor of the Waco Morning News.

By February 1, 1895 Brann had secured

enough financial backing to revive his Iconoclast.

This tj_me its name

was Brann's Iconoclast, and once again it was to be a monthly
publication.

Its serial number was Volume V, Number 1, just as though

its publication had never been interrupted.
editorial policy:

In this issue he stated his

"The Iconoclast is not revived with the expectation

that it will reform the world--will drag the golden age in by the ears
or pull the millennium before it is ripe.

If it does but succeed in

exposing a few Frauds and peeling the cuticle from an occasional Fake-�
if it can but recover a few square acres of Mother Earth from the
domain of Falsehood and Folly, from the dominion of Darkness and the
Devil, it will not have lived and labored in vain.

9

The first issue contained articles commenting on contemporary
social, economic, political and religious issues under such headings as
"Woman's Wickedness," "The Buck Negro," and "Perfunctory Prayer."

Soon

the views of the Iconoclast came into sharp contact with the local
Baptists who had brought to the town an ex-priest named Slattery and a

12

former nun who lectured on the evils of the Catholic church.

Brann,

10
.
who was a Deist,
took exception to Slattery's denunciation of the
Catholic church for "gross immorality among priests and nuns" and
attacked Slattery not only through the Iconoclast, but also met him
face to face during one of Slattery's lectures.

The lecture turned

into a shouting match until Brann agreed to leave.

A few days later he

rented the auditorium and replied to Slattery and the American
Protective Association (APA) whose next lecturer drew so few listeners
that his lecture was cancelled.

Brann loved being in the thick of a

fight and little more than a month later he was again involved with the
Baptists, represented this time by Baylor University.

A young

Portuguese girl from Brazil, Antonia Teixeira, had been brought to
Baylor to study for foreign missionary work and had lived in the home of
Dr. Rufus C. Burleson, President of Baylor University.
pregnant.

Antonia got

She accused the brother of Dr. Burleson's son-in-law of

rape, and Dr. Burleson publically stated that Antonia was immoral and
that he fully believed that Antonia's baby would be black.
outraged.

Brann was

Accusing Baylor of keeping Antonia as a household servant

rather than a student, he launched a series of articles describing her
as a child in the hands of adults who sought to exploit her.

He

publicized Antonia's side of the story detailing her repeated pleas to
Mrs. Burleson concerning Steven Morris' attempts to compromise her.
When the baby turned out to be white, Brann pressed his case further:
"Poor Antonia!

Miserable little waif, adrift among the Baptist wolves!

She can now beg money of publicans and sinners to carry her back to her
native land, and there lay her ill-begotten babe on her old mother's
11
breast--as her diploma from Baylor!"

13

The rift between Baylor and Brann went underground for a while,
but it was never fully repaired.

For the next two years Brann enjoyed

relative peace and prosperity since his periodical and lectures were
meeting with spectacular success.

He was always met by large crowds

and lectured in such places as Dallas, Fort Worth, Galveston, Houston,
and San Antonio.

The titles of two of his most famous lectures were
Meanwhile, the circulation of Brann's Iconoclast

"Gall" and "Humbugs."
was soaring.

It began with fewer than 3,000 copies in February,

and was boasting a paid circulation of

2 0,000

1 895

by February of the next

Less than a year later, W. H. Ward, the business manager,

year.

announced that the Iconoclast had "fully 80,000 readers" and added
12

that "demand [was] increasing.11

Further, Brann was also publishing pamphlets such as Brann's Scrap
Book, "full of Scraps and Scrapping," Brann's Annual and Brann's Speeches
and Lectures which were selling by the thousands.
1898

Memphis reporter that by January,

13

Ward boasted to a

"the Iconoclast and its kindred

publications were being sent out to the number of between
1 50,000

per month."

1 30,000

and

14

The responses to the Iconoclast in other newspapers and journals
around the country and Great Britain stands as testimony to the wide
area reached by the Iconoclast.
15
.
.
St. Louis Mirror;
publication;
Journal;

The Iconoclast was reviewed by the

a Mane hester, Eng 1and, paper;

the London Spectator;

the Washington Post;

Washington Independent;

19

18

17

16

a C h.icago

the Providence, Rhode Island,

New York's Town Topics;

the Pomeroy,

and the Scots Magazine of Pert, Scotland,

which attributed the editorship of the Iconoclast to that "obtuse and
20

ardent atheist, Bob Ingersoll."

Further, Brann had received his

14

nickname, the "Apostle of the Devil," from the Reverend Thomas Dewitt
Talmage of Brooklyn, "the most notorious pulpit pounder of his day."
Talmage publicized Brann by attacking him in sermons which were
syndycated and went nationwide to over 3,500 papers.

21

By mid-January of 1898 Brann had lectured in Memphis, Little
Rock, Nashville, Atlanta, Knoxville, Chattanooga, Cincinnati, and St.

. 22
Louis.

In April he was scheduled to speak 1n Macon, Augusta, Savannah,

Jacksonville, New Orleans, and Birmingham.

He never made the tour,

however, because he was shot in the back 1n the streets of Waco the day
before he and his wife were to leave.
Brann had begun to carry a gun because he had been horsewhipped by
a family which staunchly supported Baylor University.

Shortly after

that Brann had been kidnapped by some students from Baylor and taken to
the campus to be either tarred and feathered or hanged.

The faculty

hid the tar and feathers and kept the situation under control.
was forced to sign a paper stating that he would leave town.

Brann
Then he

was released. The town was polarized, and tensions were mounting.

On

April 1, 1898 Brann and his business manager were walking down the
street near Brann's office.

A shot rang out, and Brann was hit in the

back between the shoulder blades.
assailant.

The two men emptied

on April 2, 1898.

He whirled and began to shoot his
their guns into each other.

Both died

He had been killed by T. E. Davis, a man whose

23
reputation "was about as bad as it possibly could be."

At first it

was thought that Davis had killed Brann over the Baylor University
squabble.

Purportedly Davis had two daughters at Baylor.

Deputy

Sheriff, Fuller Williamson, concluded after an investigation that Davis
had murdered Brann in an attempt to win public favor hoping that he

15

would not be prosecuted for having forged the names of several Waco
24
people to notes.
After Brann's death William Marion Reedy of the St. Louis Mirror
remembered his friend:
In my personal dealings with Mr. Brann I found him
person of almost feminine fineness. It was

a

amusing to meet

him after some particularly atrocious issue of the Iconoclast,
either personally or by letter, and have him 'roar as gently
as suckling dove.'

In such moods he revealed a character

that was really sweet--though I must apologize for that
misused word.
loved to toy

He was impressed with the pity of life.

He

intell8ctually with subtleties of thought.

He

had intuitions in art and poetry, and music touched him
deeply.

I have never seen such a

gentle man with women, and

his estimate of women, either in conversation or writing, was
h1g
. h and nob le. 25
With the death of Brann, the Iconoclast was sold and moved to
Chicago where H. S. Canfield published it from 1898-1900, and then
it was sold to J. C. Hart, Chicago, who owned it from 1900-1903.
Finally, it was sold to C. A.

W�ndle, also of Chicago, who continued to

publish it as Brann's Iconoclast until 1926.
Windle's Liberal Magazine.

From 1926-1929 it became

Its final issue was published in May, 1937.

26
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Chapter III
When Did Mencken First Learn About Brann?

Knowing the history of Brann and his Iconoclast makes it easier to
decide how early Mencken knew about Brann.

Obviously he knew about him
He

in 1938 when he wrote a letter about him to John Ralph Whitaker.

surely must have known about him in September of 1927 when Adolph E.
Meyer's article "Advocatus Diaboli" was published in the American
Mercury, which Mencken edited.
Of course, in 1922 McCullough suggested that William Cowper Brann
had influenced Mencken and put it in an article in Mencken's paper, the
Evening Sun.

At the time that this article appeared, however, Mencken

was in Europe.

We can

imagine that such an article was called to his

attention when he returned, and it is easy to see Mencken, the
voracious reader, perusing the editions of the Sun which he missed
while away.

He would have been especially interested in the columns

which replaced his whil� he was gone.
How well known was Brann in 1900 when Mencken was beginning to
publish?

How aware would a twenty-year-old journalist in Baltimore be

of the Texas iconoclast who had been assassinated two years earlier?
These questions may never be fully answered, but Brann had obviously
lingered in McCullough's memory for twenty-four years and McCullough was
able to find some copies of Brann's Iconoclast or he would not have been
able to quote from it so extensively.

We must remember, too, that the

Iconoclast drew wide attention both in America and in England.

coupling
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that with attacks upon the Iconoclast leveled by prominent ministers
and newspapers of the day and the number of papers across the United
States which were reprinting articles from the Iconoclast and
commenting on them editorially

1

might give some indication.

Also, the

publication figures of the Jconoclas�, while not completely undisputed,
still leave the Iconoclast with a subscription rate close to

1 00,000

2
compared to Scribners with 75,000 and Collier's Weekly with 46,200.
Beyond this there are two avenues worth looking at:

the nature of

Brann's Iconoclast published in Chicago which afforded Mencken
publication of one of his first articles, and the impact Brann's death
made in Baltimore.
Four months after Brann's death his widow sold the Iconoclast to
F. T. Marple of Fort Worth, Texas.

He had planned to move the journal

to FoLt Worth but was persuaded by H. S. Canfield, a friend of Brann's
as well as a deputy sheriff, journalist and editor, to move it to
Chicago.

In Chicago Brann's Iconoclast, with Canfield as publisher,

sold well reprinting much of Brann's material and emulating his style in
its new articles.

In

1 900

J. C. Hart bought the paper with its

circulation of approximately 10,000.

In 1903 C. A. Windle bought the

paper and pledged to take up "the work of puncturing fiauds, exposing
fakes, and smashing false idols, where it fell from the dying grasp of
the brillant Brann.11

3

He continued, "I make but one promise--to be as

radical, as right , and as uncompromising as Justice.

My highest

ambition shall be to make Brann's Iconoclast worthy of the memory of its
founder."

4

The obv ious point here is that at the time Mencken sent his

article to Brann's Iconoclast in 1900, the paper was attempting to
recreate Brann's style and to keep alive his work as a sham smasher, an
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effort made through the pages of Brann's Iconoclast throughout its
history and even into its life as Windle's Liberal Magazine.
In format, the Chicago-based Iconoclast which published Mencken's
article in its March, 1900 issue was remarkably like its Waco
predecessor.

There was a banner head, "Brann's Iconoclast" which was

printed directly over the line, "Founded by
notice to correspondents was printed:

w. c.

then write them fearlessly.

bludgeon, as best suits you.
him good and dead."

Next a

"Brann's Iconoclast does not

wish to do injustice to any person or thing.
facts;

Brann."

Be sure that you have the

Go after your man with rapier or

It makes no difference, so that you get

Each issue also contained a one-half page ad on

the inside back page advertising Brann the Iconoclast in two volumes,
as well as pamphlets containing Brann's speeches and lectures, Brann's
Annual for 1897 and 1898, Potiphar's Wife (a pamphlet Brann wrote) and
back numbers of the Iconoclast from 1897 to date.
said to be available from Mrs. Brann in Waco.

All of these were

In addition, located

elsewhere in the issue was a one-fourth page ad for material by and
about Brann.

Inside the magazine were columns entitled "Editorial

Etchings" and "Salmagundi," which followed not only in title but also in
tone and format the articles which Brann wrote for his Waco Iconoclast.
Further, all articles were unsigned as were those in the early days of
the Waco Iconoclast.

Shortly before Brann's death he had begun to

lecture so much that he was unable to write the entire volume as he had
before.

Therefore, he began to solicit contributions.

It was these

contributors such as H. S. Canfield who kept the Iconoclast alive in the
months following Brann's death.

At some points in the early history of

the Chicago Iconoclast, by-lines were not used.

Later, names or titles
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such as "Sentinel" appeared as by-lines and still later actual names
were used.
by-lines.

In 1900 when Mencken wrote for the Iconoclast there were no
This article by Mencken might have remained undiscovered had

it not been for Mencken's fastidious record-keeping.

His hand-written

notes on his early attempts at publication, titles of articles,
magazines to which he sent material, dates of publication, and amounts
which he received for anything he published are carefully preserved in
Early Newspaper and Magazine Days, Notes and Clippings 1899-1905,
In this

located in the Mencken Room of the Enoch Pratt Free Library.

fascinating collection we find that Mencken sent an article to the
Iconoclast on Blue Laws on January 20, 1900.

He records the publication

of his article in the March 1 Iconoclast on "Baltimore's Ecclesiastics,"
but he never records receipt of any money for the article.

He does,

however, record the publication of poems in Leslie Weekly in 1900 and
receipt of payments for various pieces in the amounts of $1, $4, $5, and
$10.

His notes show that most of his early publications (1900 and

before) were poems or short stories.

This time period also included one

sketch, one parody, and an introduction to a "Courthouse Souvenir book,"
for which he received $25.

During this time Mencken was also sending

material to such publications as Colliers, Scribners, Puck, the New York
Times, Bookman, Cosmopolitan, Ladies World, The Smart Set, McClure's, and
the Washington Post.

Again, most of these submissions were poems or

short stories.
His article for Brann's Iconoclast is different.

It is one of

Mencken's earliest pieces of social criticism printed outside of the
Herald.

Stylistically, it seems as though Mencken sent it to the

publication which would be most likely to accept such a piece.

In
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"Baltimore and Its Ecclesiastics" Mencken refers to the Patapsco River
as a "large and odorous open sewer."

He then launches what must have

been one of his first assaults on a senator, Senator Gorman.

Next he

moves into the central issue of the piece, ministers and do-gooders.
He refers to $5,000-a-year pastors as "peaceable and useless citizens."
Then he turns to their poorer brothers whose salaries range from "one
donation party a year and $200 paid to two parties and $600 unpaid.
At times they receive a call from God and accept a job offering $1,000
per annum.

Then they reclutantly tear themselves away from their

insolvent parishoners and hie them hence to instill piety into more
opulent flocks."

Next he turned on the Blue Laws.

"Baltimore, without

having had the Blue Laws enforced, had been a peaceful and pious town on
Sunday for 37 years . . .

II

With the enforcement of the Blue Laws, one

Sunday found 250 people reported to the grand jury for Blue Law
violations.

He reported that letters of protest began to flow in and

then concluded much as he had begun:

"Baltimore, let it be remembered

is a village of some 500,000 population lying on the north bank of a
large and odorous open sewer known as the Patapsco river.
villages it is somewhat slow.

Like all

But some day, let us hope, it will wake

up and drown its ecclesiastical chevaliers of industry in the aforesaid
Patapsco.

This much ye should do brethren, out of charity."

The April, 1900 issue of the Iconoclast, appearing one month after
the issue containing Mencken's article, carried a long article
commemorating the second anniversary of Brann's death, which was noted
each April in Brann's Iconoclast.

Mencken must have read some issues of

Brann's Iconoclast and was then probably familiar with Brann, some
aspects of his life and his style.

In these commemorative issues the
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entire front page was generally given over to some written remembrance.
The April 1, 1999 issue carried a one-page article on the death of
Brann.

There were also occasional poems to w.

c.

Brann printed in the

pages of the Iconoclast.
In addition to these commemorative articles and reprintings of
his articles, Brann's death was rather widely noted in publications
around the country.

In addition to the broad coverage given the gun

duel in the Texas papers, articles reporting and/or lamenting the
passing of Brann appeared in the St. Paul Pioneer Press, the Gilroy
(California) Telegram, the Charleston Enterprise, the San Francisco
Monitor, and the St. Louis Mirror among others.

5

"From across the

whole country laudatory articles and obituaries compared Brann to Thomas
Paine, Voltaire, Ambrose Bierce and other immortals.11

6

In Baltimore the newspapers noted Brann's duel and death as
follows:

On April 2, 1898, the Sun ran a short article on page six

under the headline, "Editor Brann, of the Waco Iconoclast, and Capt.
M. T. Davis Mortally Wound Each Other."

On April 3, the Sunday Herald's

page 11 article was headed "Editor Brann Dead Fatal Result of the Famous
Iconoclast's Duel."

The article following contained 140 words.

On

April 4 the Sun printed a one-hundred word article on page six under the
headline, "Brann and Davis Both Dead Fatal Ending To A Shooting Affray
Caused by An Article Published In The Iconoclast."

The largest notice

of Brann's death in the Baltimore papers came in the April 5 issue of
the Sun.

On page 10 under the head, "The Brann-Davis Duel Second

Tragedy Resulting From Publication In the Iconoclast Concerning Baylor
University," the Sun ran an article of 1,100 words.

Printed next to

this article was a smaller article headed "Waco The Storm Center."
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These articles generally gave the "facts" of the duel as they were
known and as they differed.
cause of the duel:

They dealt with what was thought to be the

Brann's attacks on Baylor University which many

felt impugned the moral integrity of the students.

It was believed

that Davis had daughters at Baylor and would, therefore, have been
greatly offended by such references.
into play.

Another possibility was brought

Waco was on the verge of elections and Brann and Davis were

for opposing candidates:

"In the city campaign now in progress Captain

Davis is the chairman of one of the managing committees and is active in
the duties that positions entails.

Election day is close at hand and

excitement is high. . . . Brann was an advocate of the candidate
Captain Davis was seeking to defeat, and that state of affairs
contributed in no small event to the meeting.
not the chief cause by any means.11

Politics, however, was

7

These elements constitute some of the ways in which Mencken either
knew or might have known of Brann.

One additional way was through

Mencken's personal contact with Theodore Dreiser and O. Henry.

Dreiser

worked on the St. Louis Globe-Democrat four years after Brann had left
the paper and wrote to Brann biographer, Randolph, that he remembered
"having heard others tell of Brann's exploits.11

8

It is possible that

Dreiser recounted some of these tales to his friend Mencken.

Mencken

was also a friend, admirer and correspondent of O. Henry's, and 0. Henry
had bought the Iconoclast from Brann for $250 in March of 1894.

After

two issues with the Iconoclast name, he changed the name to the Rolling
Stone because Brann demanded the original title be returned to him.
Milo Hastings, writer of the preface to the twelve volume Conplete
Works of Brann the Iconoclast:

Wizard of Words, asserts that the
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"richness of figurative speech, particularly those exaggerated humorous
metaphors which make his [O. Henry's] every paragraph so delightful"
demonstrated Brann's influence in

o.

Henry.

He continues, "As Brann

read his Homer and his Carlyle, his Shakespeare and his Ingersoll, so
Hubbard and 0. Henry read their Brann;

and Hubbard specifically

corrunends him to the would-be writer as Johnson corrunended Addison.11
Douglas C. Stenerson in H. L. Mencken:

9

Iconoclast from Baltimore finds

O. Henry's influence on some of Mencken's earliest short stories,
particularly those which were set in South and Central America.

They

were inspired by the tales O. Henry was publishing in magazines and
later collected in Cabbages and Kings.

Mencken's short stories were

"only moderately successful in approximating the stereotyped characters,
humorous overtones, and surprise endings of their models."

10
.
stories were published in 1902 and 19 O 3.

These
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Chapter IV
Brann and Mencken Agree

The lives of Brann and Mencken were vastly different, yet the
directions taken by their careers are not.
life as journalists.

Both men began and ended

Neither went to college, yet both were respected

for the wide range of their knowledge and the incredible vocabularies
which they gained through broad reading and great curiosity.
edited newspapers and magazines;
any success as a dramatist.

Both men

both wrote plays, yet neither gained

Both became lecturers as a result of the

fame they gained in their newspaper work.

Both were urged to leave the

south and move to the northeast to further their fame, and both refused.
Both began novels, but neither finished one.
beyond these bare skeletal facts.
agreed on a number of issues.

There were similarities

Had they ever met they would have

For example, one of the major social

issues on which they would have agreed was Prohibition.
it vehemently.

Brann voiced the preeminent objection:

Both opposed
"I do not oppose

prohibition because I am the friend of liquor, but because I am the
friend of liberty.
bondmen."

1

I would rather see a few boozers than a race of

Beyond that he attacked on a more personal level, "The

Prohibitionists would confine the world to cold water because their
leaders lack sufficient moral stamina to stay sober."

2

Mencken also

feeling that Prohibitionists were trying to save themselves from their
own weakness, traced the origin of Prohibition and found that it is
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"essentially a yokel idea.

It mirrors alike the farmer's fear of

himself and his envy of city men.

Unable to drink at all without making

a hog of himself, he naturally hates those who can.11

3

This attitude toward farmers was typical of both Mencken and Brann
who saw them as stupidly

greedy.

According to Mencken, "They are all

willing and eager to pillage us by starving us, but they can't do it
because they can't resist attempts to swindle each other.
example, the case of the cotton-growers in the South.

Recall, for

They agreed

among themselves to cut down the cotton acreage in order to inflate the
price--and instantly every party to the agreement began planting more
cotton in order to profit by the abstinence of his neighbors.11

4

A

number of years earlier Brann had written, "The cotton planters are
now figuring on pushing the price of the staple up to a profitable
It will be love's labor lost.

figure by reducing the acreage.

Push

the price of cotton to 8 cents and you could no more hold the planters
within prescribed limits than you could hypnotize a runaway freight
train.11

5

Their attitudes toward the farmers are not only similar, but

they are stated in remarkably similar language.
The language they used to convey their common distrust of the
farmer was rivaled and even surpassed in invective by the barrage they
loosed on the English people.
capable of "superior

Mencken referred to them as "scoundrels"

impudence and shamelessness.11

6

Brann prescribed

the action America should take against England when he wrote, "Uncle
Sam should once again take old John Bull by the collar and drive the
toe of his boot so far underneath his coat tails the pompous fraud
would taste leather for a year. "

7

Another aspect of society that they agreed on was the uplifter or
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reformer.

Brann opposed reformers of all types:

philanthropists and political reformers.

evangelists,

One of his strongest

statements on reformers was made against John D. Rockefeller.

"The

Standard Oil Trust is presided over by my good Baptist brother, John D.
Rockefeller, who is building collegiate monuments to his own memory
with other people's money. .

Baylor University, Waco, Texas once

accepted $ 1 5, 000 for the fruits of old Rockefeller's shameless robbery,
and would have played 'fence' for twice as much stolen goods had it been
able to pull the leg of the hypocritical old fraud.11

8

the uplifter and more subtly probed for his motivation:
basic motives, power and money.

Mencken looked at
He found two

About the first he wrote, "The urge to

save humanity is almost always only a false face for the urge to rule
it.11

9

About the second motive, he commented, "Uplifters of all sorts

spend their time cadging money from A to save the so-called
unpriviledged B.

Once they settle down to their business the cadging of

this money becomes an end in itself, and they'd keep on doing it even if
all the unprivileged

were succored.

Even setting aside considerations

of their private profit, it must be manifest that they are moved largely
by mere professional zeal.

Every quack always ends by convincing

himself that his quackery is a boon to humanity.

It is impossible to

convince any given uplifter that the world would still go on if his
graft were abolished.11

10

In one instance regarding one uplifter, Brann and Mencken both
opposed a single individual, Anthony Comstock, founder of the Society
for the Suppression of Vice and member of the Watch and Ward Society.
Comstock sought the passage of laws to enforce his taste.

He, as part

of a slowly dying Puritan influence, sought whatever legal means he
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could discover "to keep the printed word pure.11 11

In

1897

or

1898

Brann

ran an article in his Iconoclast entitled "Anthony Comstock, the
12
Abominable.11
Mencken, years later, published "Puritanism as a
Literary Force" in which he called Comstock "the moral expert, the
professional sinhound,"

Assessing the impact of Puritan censorship

Mencken continued, "The Puritan's utter lack of aesthetic sense, his
distrust of all romantic emotion, his unmatchable intolerance of
opposition, his unbreakable belief in his own bleak and narrow views,
his savage cruelty of attack . . . have put an almost intolerable
burden upon the exchange of ideas in the United States."

13

Comstock and

his successor, John Sumner, would be frequently in Mencken's mind and
writing since Sumner chose as his target one of the writers Mencken most

.
14
adm.ired, Theodore Dreiser.

The reason that Mencken and Brann both railed against the Puritans
was simple.

They strongly resented the willingness of the religious

figures in power to legislate the moral behavior of the rest of the
citizens in the country.

That was not all, however.

In order for

someone like Comstock to have this power, those who followed him had to
abdicate their willingness to think for themselves.

They had to set

aside their ability to reason logically in favor of unquestioningly
following someone else's interpreatation of a creed.

Brann found this

blind allegiance in two particular groups, the American Protective
Association (the APA) and the Baptist Church.

The APA was an anti-

Catholic organization whose function was similar to that of the Ku Klux
Klan in Menchen's time.

15

Brann ridiculed them at every opportunity and

good opportunities presented themselves frequently.

In an article

entitled "Price's Predicament," Brann was delighted to expose Warren E.
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Price, editor of the A. P. A. Magazine of San Francisco.

Price had just

been sentenced to eighteen months in jail and fined $500 for sending
obscene matter through the mails.

Brann chuckled,

Price appears to be a thrifty-minded cuss for in addition to
editing the great organ of the Apes--the sewer through which
most of the bigotry and bile of those fanatics and fools pours
out upon the public--he conducted a book-store which served as
a "fence" for contraband art and libidinous literature.
It developed at the trial that Price had actually sent
circulars to school children, calling attention to this
unequaled stock of moral corruption.

And Price, be it

remembered, is one of the high muck-amucks of those tearful
patriots and pious parrots who are ''rallying around the little
red schoolhouse" to protect it from the corruptive influence
of the Papists!

"Angels and ministers of grace defend us!"

Set the wolf to guard the lamb, the jackal to keep watch and
ward among our sacred dead, and the Apes to protect our
innocents!

Nor does the attempt of Price to corrupt our school

children measure the deep damnation of this moral pervert.

It

was proved that he had betrayed to the police other dealers in
like literature that he might monopolize the sale of such
f1lt
. h. . . .

16

Mencken made many attacks on the Ku Klux Klan, which demonstrated
that his major fear lay in their desire to extinguish all curiosity
and enterprise.
ignorance.

17

He saw the Klan as sowing hatred, division, and

He laid the blame for the formation of the Klan on the
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Baptists and Methodists:

"This connection, when it was first denounced,

was violently denied by the Baptist and Methodist ecclesiastics, but
now every one knows that it was and is real.

These ecclesiastics are

responsible for the Anti-Saloon league and its swineries, and they are
responsible no less for the Klan.

In other words, they are responsible,

directly and certainly, for all the turmoils and black hatreds that now
rage in the bleak regions between the state roads. . . . They have sewed
that wi·11 last for years."18
· ·
enmities

Baptists.

Brann also enjoyed assaulting the

When the Baptists rallied in support of Baylor University and

sent their children in spite of the treatment accorded Antonia Teixeira,
he saw them as sacrificing their children to their belief in the church.
He wrote about this a great deal, but one of his most su:;cinct comments
revealed his feelings, "The dreadful scandal at Baylor University
suggests that we do not hold our Baptists under water long enough.11

19

Neither Brann nor Mencken was willing to stop with an assault on a
single organized religious group.

Both found a particular kind of man

in these groups whose behavior cried out for their barbed attacks.
Commenting on the ethics of ministers, Mencken wrote, "Of all learned
men, the clergy show the slowest development of professional ethics.
Any pastor is free to cadge customers from the divines of rival sects,
and to denounce the divines themselves as theological quacks.

A large

part of his professional activity, in fact, is given over to these
enterprises.

Doings that would cause a lawyer to be disbarred, a medical

man to lose his license to practice, and even a chiropractor, a bartender
or a whore-madam to be regarded as grossly unethical are part of his
daily routine, and his admirers accept them as proofs of his consecration
to holy works."

20

Brann found ministers sadly lacking in intelligence.
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"The man who can find intellect ual food
in sermons can get the D. T.'s
from drinking the froth from a bottle of pop.
"

puffed up with mistaken self-importance.

He also found them

"Too many ministers imagine

21
that a criticism of themselves is an insult to the Almig
hty.11

One of

Brann's comments about ministers, "The Lord never yet 'called'
a
preacher to serve for a smaller salary," 22 is echoed in substance in
Mencken's March

1 900

article in Brann's Iconoclast.

Mencken wrote about

poor ministers who receive "a call from God" and accept jobs paying
more.

"Then they reluctantly tear themselves away from their insolvent

parishoners and hie themselves to instill piety into more opulent
flocks."
Although religion, ministers and reformers offered many good
targets, they were always in a dead heat with the political arena which
"Brann--like

furnished some equally lively objects worthy of assault.
Mencken later--took a dim view of politics
the latter mostly as mountebanks

and politicians, regarding

performing for a fee.11

23

When writing

about their presidents, both drew on the barnyard for their comparisons.
Of Cleveland Brann wrote, "Cleveland is a 'strong man' exactly as the
hog is a strong animal.

Stubborn without courage, persevering without

judg ment and greedy without gratitude, these unpleasant characteristics
Cleveland and the hog have in common.

There are several other points of

resemblances but I have no desire to be hard on the hog."

24

Later,

Mencken found cause to compare Roosevelt to another farm animal:

"The

morning's news is that Roosevelt is openly shipping planes to the
Allies.

This, of course, is an act of war, and I assume that Hitler

will be heard from.

Thus the constitution is evaded once more, and the

country is thrown into enormous hazard and expense by the act of one

34

jackass. 11

25

Brann frequently expressed the belie
' f that po 1·
were frauds
iticians
· ·
and in the following case, inept frauds:

"Theo A. Hevemeyer, head of

the sugar trust, had enough boodle left after buying the Fifty-third
Congress, to purchase a patent of nobility, which fact proves that our
politicians are not experts at sizing up a man's pile. 11

26

In Brann's

view the government run by these frauds sought to gain more and more
power and frequently misused this power.

When New York decided to ban

drinking on Sunday, Brann wrote, "This piece of puritannical
darnphoolishness [the law] makes it a misdemeanor to breathe on Sunday
except through the ears, and a penal offense to be found with the aroma
of lager-beer and pretzels on the breath.

The people protested

against being transformed into seraphs by due process of law, but the
27
'
' ' 1ess.
prof essiona1 godl y were piti
II

Mencken also saw the increase in

power sought by the government as a step in the wrong direction.

"It

works inevitably toward the disadvantage of the only sort of man who is
really worth hell room, to wit, the man who practises some useful trade
in a competent manner, makes a decent living at it, pays his own way,
and asks only to be let alone."

28

Both Brann and Mencken saw many injustices and idiocies on the
national scene, such as those cited above, and they wrote about them.
However, they also saw and commented extensively on local happenings.
Though they frequently wrote of these happenings with warmth and humor,
their comments were angry often enough to cause people to ask Brann why
he remained in Waco and Mencken why he chose to remain in the United
States instead of moving to his admired Germany.
observed:

In 1921 Mencken
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There is no country in the world wherein a man so constituted
as I am .

· can be so happy as he can be in the United

States .

Here the general average �f intelligence, of

knowledge, of competence, of self-respect, of honor is so low
that any man who knows his trade, does not fear ghosts,
believes in nothing palpably idiotic, and practices the common
decencies stands out as brillantly as a wart on a bald
head .

. only the man who was born with a petrified

diaphragm can fail to go to bed every night grinning from ear
to ear and awake every morning with the eager, unflagging
expectation of a Sunday-school superintendent touring the
P ar1s
. peep-shows. 29

Twenty five years earlier Brann had remained in Waco in spite of threats
on his life because he was '''infatuated with the place' because he could
have more fun there for his money than anywhere else on earth."

He then

recounted Waco's virtues:
Well supplied with pure artesian water, a saloon in

every

block, a church around every corner, and a fire or failure
every day, Waco is indeed a land flowing with milk and honey--a
place "Where every prospect pleases and only man is vile."
streets are so smooth that a mountain goat can traverse

Her

them

with comparative ease, and so clean that it is seldom a mule
gets lost in the mud.

The tax rate is so low that if your

property be well located you can usually persuade the collector
to

accept it as partial payment.

not quite all in the cemetery.

Waco's good people are
It boasts two or three society
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women who do not chew gum, straddle a bike nor drink gin
rickeys.

There be several men here who could safely be left

alone with a blind orphan girl or a corpse whose eyes were
covere d wit
. h coppers.

30
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Chapter V
A Comparison of Two Preeminent Stylists

In order to conduct a systematic comparison of Mencken's style
with that of Brann, we will begin with an examination of their diction
and move outward to their techniques, sentence structure and variety.
Both men had astounding vocabularies.

Brann's critics maintain

that his exceeds Mencken's while Mencken's critics hail his as larger
than that of anyone else writing in the twentieth century.

Though both

show a marked preference for an Anglo-Saxon term over its Latin
counterpart, Brann employed a good many French words as did Mencken
though Mencken generally favored German terms.

There were a number of

unusual words which both used frequently and which they held in common:
humbug, Pecksniffian, gall, mountebank, buncombe, and boobery, a word
which Brann created.

1

Mencken played off of boobery and created

booboisie, boobus Americanus and bootician (a high-classed bootlegger).
Both used their wide vocabularies very precisely and were, therefore,
This precision turned from

able to be exact in what they wanted to say.

vivid description to slashing wit very quickly.
Both were capable of "seizing the unexpected and amusing word,
[and] for

making the irreverent comparison."

2

Brann was particularly

good at using an adjective generally considered to be positive and
linking it

with a noun which was clearly negative.

For example, in

describing street-corner politicians, he coupled such unlikely words as
"boundless" and "cupidity," "colossal" and "ignorance," and "supernal"
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and "gall."

To further unsettle his readers he developed another

positive-negative pattern.

This time, however, he used nouns.

The

same street-corner politicians are referred to as the "prince of
humbugs, the incarnation of fraud [and] the apotheosis of audacity.

11

3

Mencken was adept at using this kind of juxtaposition to startle and
amuse his readers.

Using the same adjective-noun pattern, he created

such odd pairings as "stupenduous sweating" and "awe-inspiring puffing
and heaving."

4

He was able to convey disdain without losing his humor

in such groupings as "those accomplished sniffers of evil" (10-19-1912),
and "famous and odiferous 'business men's associations'" (10-6 -1911).
He also reversed the pattern and used a negative adjective coupled with
a positive noun in such phrases as "bilious reflections" (8-5-1912) and
"insatiably faithful" (11-1 6 -1911).

He also employed the noun-noun

pattern in such phrases as the following: Writing about a local
politician, Mencken commented that he is "a great success as a
ruinationist" (11-9-1911), then he called a respected group of uplifters
"specialists in rabblerousing" (10-2-1911).

Mencken expanded the

adjective-noun pattern and contrasted living and dead personalities.

He

referred to Paul Elmer Moore, an important critic who chose to ignore
Mencken, "the St. Louis, Mo. Plotinius.
Aristotle.11

11

Brownell became the "Amherst

5

These combinations based on the juxtaposition of positive and
negative elements were expanded by both Brann and Mencken into startling,
outrageous and inspired metaphors and similes.

Both men were able to add

vitality, power and humor to their writing through their use of these
comparisons.

In one instance Brann, speaking metaphorically, called an
6

evangelist named Sid Williams, "a little bench-legged fice" ;

at another
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time he compared "the pangs of a bad digestion" with the feeli
ng of
in
be1ng
.
. 1 ove. 7

Mencken wrote of a Maryland political figure, "The

super-Mahon has already engaged passage [on a train to Atlanta].
Atlanta will feast its eyes upon that exquisite and lordly being.
a single elephant does not make a circus" (10-5-1911).

But

In another

instance Mencken compared social and political progress to "a frog
[which] climbs a bit farther than he slips back" (4-2-1912).

Both also

employed similes with equal ease though Mencken seemed to prefer and
use metaphors more frequently.

In a description of an English Duke

about to marry an American heiress, Brann wrote, "he has a head like a
Bowery bouncer and the mug of an ape who has met with an accident.11

8

Another example brings home pointedly the power that Brann's style
gained from his use of the simile:

"The Prohibitionists,

like the cut-worm and the financial crank, the red-bug and the itch
bacillus, is again abroad in the land."

9

Mencken , too,extracted the

same benefits from a happily realized simile.

Something impossible was

not simply impossible, it was "as inconceivable as a Bach festival in
Mississippi.11

10

At another time he wrote, "When

. laws come from

the legislative rolling mills they are rough and unlovely like casts
from an iron foundry.
surface."

Large globules of assinity stand out upon their

11

Another kind of comparison used by both Brann and Mencken involved
12
a kind of "sly courtesy"

or pumping up of an opponent by either

reciting all of his degrees or bestowing a few new temporary ones.
Mencken was fond of calling President Hoover, Dr. Hoover just before
assaulting him.

He referred to a Maryland politician as the "Hon.

Aristides Sophocles Goldsborough, LL. B., K. T." (10-12-1912).

A man
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whom Mencken saw as wanting to "repeal all . . .
natural laws" was
referred to as "The Hon. Mr. Wegg, the Havre de Grace
Dr. Orisen Swett
Marden."

Regu 1 ar readers of

r,

The Free Lance" knew that Marden was

considered by Mencken to be the greatest living platitudinarian
( 1 0-23-1 912).

Brann called his friend, the editor of the St. Louis
13

Mirror, "the Rev. Mr. Reedy."

All politicians were titled "Hon."

followed by a recitation of their complete names, such as "Hon. Roger
Lawson Fulton."

Such respectful address usually preceded a verbal

barrage attempting to prove that the congressman was anything but
honorable.
It was a small step from such "sly courtesy" to outright name
calling.

Some especially good examples from Brann follow:

"Rev. Sam

Jones says that Bob Ingersoll fears to meet him in joint debate.
A self-respecting pointer pup would dodge what Dan Malvern

Doubtless.

calls 'the pole-cat of the pulpit. 1
called "tammany
15

"googoos."
Matties 11

16

Matties. 1 1

17

1 14
1

The forces of Tammany hall were

toughs" and the do-gooders who opposed them were called

Women in favor of Prohibition were called "Meddlesome

and men who agreed were simply, by extension, "he-Meddlesome
Mencken also delighted in frank name-calling.

More than

once he referred to the Maryland House of Representatives as the "House
of Mirth" ( 8 -6-1 912);

those opposed to Prohibition were generally

"Anti-Saloon League Snorters," and the Ku Klux Klan was alternately and
frequently the "Ku Klux Klergy" or the "Ku Klux mobmasters."
Exa ggeration was another technique both Brann and Mencken used to
ridicule the opposition.

Brann wrote, "When a man lacks sufficient

intelligence to manage a mule and cannot be trusted in a cotton patch
.
,,18
When
without a keeper, he secures a situation in the postal service.
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he learned that two men were pai'd $5 a day to pray for one minute every
morning in the Texas State Legislature, he wrote, "Five dollars a
minute is at the rate of $3,000 a day for ten hours of labor in the
19

Lord's vineyard.

And yet we're told salvation's free! 11

In writing

of Johns Hopkins' search for a new president, Mencken said that the
old president left the new one to "unscramble the worst mess of academic
.
eggs ever seen in

20
America."
.

In a typical assault on Democracy

Mencken wrote that it "gives the naturally incompetent and envious man
the means of working off his dislike
even virtuous manner.

of his betters in a lawful and

Its moral effect is thus inevitably bad.

It

puts a premium upon one of the basest passions of mankind, and throws
its weight against every rational concept of honor, honesty and common
decency."

21

Brann and Mencken were journalists, and, as such, knew the value
of a good lead and a good headline.
teasing: "Is God an Indian?"
.
''
for castration

22

Brann's were often irreverent and

"The Fashionable Fornicators," "Candidate

.
'' 2 3
.
1 o f Crime
and ''Carniva

are good examp 1es.

As one

can note from this selection, Brann had a penchant for alliteration.
Mencken's titles are less irreverent but frequently just as mysterious:
26
25
24
"The Pension Grab,"
"Genius Vs. Cash,"
"The Pestiferous Fly."
"Turning Worms,"
Pole,"

29

27

"Government by Jackass,"

and "A Carnival of Buncombe."

28

"Pole Sitter on a Hot

30

Within the strangely titled articles readers encountered an odd
minor
mixture of classical allusions, wide references to both major and
cular
literary works and figures, local personalities and the verna
the street.

of

Both Brann and Mencken frequently made attempts to

in dialects in their
reproduce accurately either street language or certa
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columns.

Brann shows what an Anglophile the publisher of the Kansas

City Star was when he wrote, "This b'lawsted country hisn't 'alf
culchawed enough for such a blooming swell as Windy Bill. . . .
of his servants are English and wear side-wheel whiskers;
hi·s twousahs · · · whenever i·ts raining
· ·
· Lunnon." 31
in

All

he turns up

Mencken captured

the usage found on the streets of Baltimore when he wrote, "Now you'll
hear them boomers tryin' to argue they done it" (11-8-1911), and "seems
like you don't hear no more talk about no more indictments no more"
(11-29-1911).
This use of dialect and vernacular has a great deal of impact in
Brann's and Mencken's writing because it stands out so startingly next
to their well-balanced sentences.
sentences with compound sentences.

Brann generally mixed simple
He employed complex and compound-

complex sentences somewhat less frequently.

He was particularly fond of

adjective phrases, adjective clauses and parenthetical expressions.

One

of Brann's most frequently used and powerful characteristics was his
stacking of phrases or clauses to inundate the object of criticism:
"The little tin-horn attorney, whose specialities are divorce and libel
suits;

who's ever striving to stir up good-for-naughts to sue publishers

of newspapers for $10,000 damages to 10-cent reputations;
to shield Vice from
Violence;

who's as ready

the sword of Justice as to defend Virtue from stupid

who is ever for sale to the higest

[sic] bidder. . . . 32
,

,

II

An

inordinately long sentence such as the one above is sometimes followed
by a short, simple, declarative sentence.
technique in his paragraphing.

He also used the same

On occasion he will use a sharply worded

one-sentence paragraph to follow a long and complicated one.

His

paragraphs usually open with a sentence designed to entice his reader
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and demonstrate that he is a master of the lead:

"I can understand

33
the man who frequents houses of ill repute,11
or "Are the various

legislatures of this alleged land of Christ composed chiefly of 'chippy
chasers,' of lecherous libertines eager to despoil little schoolgirls-
of unclean creatures who would violate the very cradle to feed lust's
34

unholy fires? 11

Mencken's articles are much the same.

He, too, used the stacking

principle as the following example bears out: "A plan in brief,
involving a rising of the civilized and intelligent people of this town
against buncombe and balderdash, fake and fraud, sophistry and salvespreading . . . '' (1-24-1912).

It is easy to notice here that Mencken,

like Brann, indulges in an occasional ouburst of alliteration.

Mencken

also uses a great deal of variety in his sentence structure and tends
to follow long compound-complex sentences with short simple ones for
emphasis.

His leads are frequently satiric and more self-contained

that Brann's.

Two examples will demonstrate this aspect of his opening

sentences, "A Corncob pipe to anyone who will offer one sound excuse
for the City Council's existence" (11-25-1911), and "From the amended
platitudes of an Eminent Baltimore Statesman:

Scratch the Sunpaper and

you will find the devil" (11-24-1912).
Brann and Mencken shared many techniques and characteristics which
make their writing shocking, irreverent, witty, humorous, vivid, and
irritating if not lethal to their adversaries.
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Chapter VI
The Stature of Brann and Mencken in Critical Circles

Brann's critics seem to fall into three general groups.

They

either admire him almost without reservation, detest him and think that
he was insane or admire him and regret that his criticisms were so
splenetic that they damaged his ability to achieve the reforms he
sought.
In spite of this division over Brann and his influence, most of his
critics agree on one thing:

Brann was a consummate stylist.

unique writing style which was, as we have seen

He had a

an "imaginative

blending of the beautiful with the banal and barbaric, nearly poetic
tenderness with cow-lot crudity, supported throughout by lightning
flashes of original thought, philosophy, and wit.11

1

The popularity of

the Iconoclast was a direct result of "Brann's having been a literary
buzz-saw" whose readers "delighted in the artistry with which the sawyer
cut up his victims.11

2

Even those, like Adolph E. Meyer, who thoroughly

disapproved of Brann, attacked him on his influence and subject matter,
not his style, "But in his main activity as a smasher of fakes and
shams, he did what should have been a useful work.
however, came to naught."

His efforts,

3

John Wilson Randolph, Brann's primary biographer, sees Brann's
style as exemplary of the frontier humorist incorporating, "gusto,
exaggeration, extravagance, violent contrast in language and farfetched figures of speech."

4

This type of humor is readily adaptable as
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a tool of reform, and Brann used it to support the common man against
disenfranchisement, the concentration of wealth which reduced him to
virtual serfdom and all "pompous pretense and false dignity" which

5
undermined the simple life.

Brann frequently made his attacks on these fakes through attacks
on personalities.

He saw this as essential to his support of the

common man, for to him, "principles and personalities were
inseparable

. the people whom he assailed were attacked only because

they were the representatives of some fault in the social or political
system."

6

Was Brann the genius many of his critics feel he was or was he a
misdirected talent?
In the death of Brann the literature of the age loses one of
its brightest contributors and the greatest example of
misdirected talents known to the century.

Great he was--so

great that he rose head and shoulders above the greatest that
he met.

Endowed by nature with wonderful brain force, made

round and rich by the advantages of a classical reading, he
had in its power to have revolutionized existing conditions,
reformed society and made the world brighter and mankind
better for his having lived.

But while claiming to be a

soldier of liberty, he fought not to establish human rights,
but to gather laurels for his own insatiate brow.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

He has uttered as many supreme words as any writer of the
century, but the tail of the serpent was over all.
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A look at some of Brann's work may illuminate this critical
concentration on his style and help to answer the question about his
motive.

On

Brann wrote about every important question of his day.

divorce he wrote, "If a woman does not love and honor her husband above
all other men, she might as well be in a brothel as compelled to share
his bed.

If a man does not love his wife, happiness cannot abide in

that home.

People who do not desire to live together should be allowed

to legally separate without being compelled to go into court with their
grievances.11

8

He opposed women's suffrage on the basis that women were superior
to men spiritually but inferior intellectually:
If she wants to deposit in the urn of political destiny an
embroidered ballot

then go around in a day or two and

insist on changing it--I shall never file an objection.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Give a woman youth and beauty, and she asks not--needs not
political power;

but when, still a maid;

her mirror tells

her that she could not pass for five-and-forty in the
moonlight;

when her bracelet slips over her elbows and a

thumbring would make her a garter, she . . . declines to
endure the ills she has;
of.

but flies to others she knows not

9

Brann also opposed the Negro, but there was no humor in his
assaults on the black man to compare with those on women.

He reserved

instead his most violent and virulent language for "The Buck Negro."
He supported "exiling the black race from the United States."

If that
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was asking too much, he saw it as the duty of the Southerner to give
the Northerners an idea of what to expect from the black man:
North] will have to build more prisons and poor-houses.

"She [the

She will have

to chain Bunker Hill Monument to the center of gravity or they'll steal
it.

She will have to put sheet iron lingerie on her marble Goddess of

Liberty or some morning she'll find the old girl with her head mashed

· and beari· ng marks of sexual violence." 10
in

Generally his attacks were somewhat gentler, and they concentrated
on less monumental concerns.

He chose to write little about politics

preferring instead his role as a social satirist.

He delighted in

attacking the marriage between American money and foreign aristocracy.
In reference to the marriage between the Duke of Malborough and
Consuelo Vanderbilt, he wrote that the bride was "a long, gaunt, skinny
young female whose face would frighten any animal but a pauper Duke.11

11

His conunents on religion were probably his most provocative and
dangerous.

"Too many people presume that they are full of the grace of

God when they're only bilious. . . .
Sunday;

that's piety.

They bamboozle a green gosling out of his

birth-right on Monday, that's business.
voices--a brisk business accent
cub wolf climb a tree."

They put up long prayers on

12

They even acquire two

and a Sunday whine that would make a

He made matters worse by professing a

"sneaking respect for Satan, for he is preminently a success in his
chosen profession.
snake;

He sat into the game with a cash capital of one

now he's got half the globe grabbed and an option on the other

13
half. . . . ..
At times Brann wrote milder articles describing American types
such as the locomotive engineer or the drunnner.

He also included book
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14
reviews which proved his incisive critical abil
ity.

Had he been

content with that material, he would have been less interesting but
safer.

But Brann could not resist destroying shams, "foul

conditions · · . deserved foul words;

and only by shocking readers

into the study of a problem could a solution to that problem be hoped
.. is
for.
His value, as he saw it, lay in pointing out falseness and bringing
it forcefully to the attention of his readers.

If this meant risking

beatings and even his life, that is the way it would have to be.

Adolph

E. Meyer speaking twenty-nine years after Brann's death seems overly
harsh.

It is impossible to assess accurately the impact Brann had in

Texas or in the Unites States as a whole, but to say that his efforts
"came to naught" is overly pessimistic.
outlived him by thirty-nine years.

Brann began a journal which

He established the tone of that

journal and left a legacy of sham smashing which was picked up and
carried on by many lesser writers and by one writer who was much
greater than Brann himself would ever be.
Brann and Mencken are similar in many ways but they differ greatly
with regard to the length and impact of their careers.

Mencken was

writing and publishing for over fifty years while Brann's career lasted
less than twenty-two years.

Both men were extremely prolific writers,

but understandably, Mencken's output far exceeds Brann's.

Mencken's

critical reputation, too, outstrips Brann's.
Mencken's critical reputation, however, has been anything but
stable.

He had two major peaks in his career:

the first was during the

1920s and the second covered the 1940s and the 1950s.

Currently, it

would seem that much of the controversy which he generated in his
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lifetime continues as critics try to determin
e his position in American

letters and to assess his most important contribu
tions.
interest in Mencken has never flagged.

As a result,

Over twenty-three books about

him have been published in the twenty-three years since his death. 6
1

No doubt this interest will increase because of the centennial of his
birth in

1

980.

At this point, his reputation as a stylist and a humorist seems
secure, but still unsettled is the question of his reputation as an

17
'
.
. .
1 , sys tematic
origina
thinker,
for it is his style that is hailed in

The

his most durable works, the "surest candidates for immortality,"

The

American Language and his memoirs, Happy Days and Newspaper Days.
American Language ( 9 9) is a study of American English and its
1

1

differences from British English.

"Here Mencken the stylist, Mencken

the word-juggler, is at work investigating the raw materials of his own
great talent and constant preoccupation. .
explanation

The theme needed

and it took a man sensitive to every nuance of speech

and writing to do it.

Mencken was that man.

11

1

8

Happy Days (1940) and

Newspaper Days ( 94 ) depict the Baltimore of Mencken's youth with a
1

1

.
ribald gusto which brought him a "new and affectionate aud.ience.

11

1

9

Shortly after Mencken's death, Joseph Wood Krutch wrote, "Mencken's was
the best prose written in America during the Twentieth Century.
deny the fact had better confine themselves to direct attack.
.

be hard put to find a rival claimant.

Those who
They will

..20

A short but detailed review of the career of the "best prose
writer" in America in the twentieth century will provide a number of
valuable insights.

It will allow us to see his rapid rise in

journalism and the breadth of his writing experience;

at the same time
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it will likely surprise us with the quantity
of material he was able to

produce, and finally, it will allow us to
trace chronologically the ups

and downs of his career.
He began writing for the Baltimore Morning Herald at the age of
eighteen.

He was that paper's drama critic and then city editor by the

age of twenty-three.

At twenty-four he was the editor of the Evening

Herald and the managing editor of the Herald at twenty-five (1905).
He was the news editor of the Baltimore Evening News in 1906 and editor
of the Baltimore Sunday Sun from 1906 to 1910.

He was the book editor

for The Smart Set from 1908 to 1914 at which time he became a co-editor
with George Jean Nathan.

He continued in this position until 1923.

In

1910 he was made the editor of the Baltimore Evening Sun, a post he held
until 1916.

In addition to his editorial duties, he began a column

called "The Free Lance" in 1911.

Generally this column dealt

with

Baltimore and its problems such as typhoid, boomers, prohibition, and
politicians.

However, he also used it to generate a great deal of

controversy between the native American culture and the German-American
culture.

He supported the "genial social attitudes" of the Germans

against the moralistic and

21
.
.
. intolerant views of native Americans.

With the onset of World War I, this kind of banter came to be considered
subversive.

Mencken's views and the editorial policy of the Sun papers

clashed and "in the midst of editorials

and news columns supporting

Wilson and voicing the prevailing hostility against the Central Powers,
Mencken's column seemed almost like an enemy outpost."

In October of

1915 he suspended that column saying, "I do not believe that mutiny on
the quarterdeck should be tolerated."

22

In 1917 and 1918 he wrote articles for the New York Evening Mail.
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Beginning in 192 0 and continuing for eighteen years he wrote his
"Monday" articles.

He began covering political conventions in 19 2 0 and

covered his last one in 1948.

From 1924-192 5 he founded and co-edited

with George Jean Nathan a new magazine, The American Mercury.

In

February of 192 5 Nathan withdrew and Mencken continued to edit the
magazine until 19 33.

The period from 1919 to 19 33 is a particularly

interesting one in Mencken's career because it represents the absolute
peak of his popularity and influence.

In addition to his newspaper and

magazine work during this time he published The American Language (1919),
Prejudices:

First Series (1919), Prejudices:

Second Series (19 2 0),

The American Language, Second edition (1921), Prejudices:

Third Series

(1922), The American Language, Third Edition (1923), Prejudices:
Series (19 24), Notes on Democracy (19 2 6), Prejudices:
Prejudices:

Fourth

Fifth Series and

Sixth Series (19 2 6), Selected Prejudices (192 7), and

Treatise� the Gods (19 3 0) among others.
During this period he combatted Puritanism, slashed away at American
life and institutions and gave a voice to the educated minority.

Further,

his literary criticism, primarily appearing in The Smart Set, worked to
reshape literary standards and clear the way for "a tremenduous
flowering of new writing.11

23

Because of this extraordinarily wide range

of activities, journalist John Gunther declared, "One finds him
everywhere.

He no longer devotes all of his time to The Smart Set . . .

but is beginning to branch out into other periodicals:
the century, the New

The Yale Review,

Republic. . . . Then I found an advertisement in

the New York Times, asking for first editions of his work, it dawned
upon me that soon he would be a great national institution, like the
Follies, or Toasted Corn Flakes."

24

His reputation was unquestionably
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reaching its height between 19 2 4 and 19 26, and its rise was match
ed by
the increasing circulation of The American Mercury.
beyond the shores of America.
American critic since Poe.11
increasing criticism.

25

His fame stretched

One French critic called him "the first
Obviously with increasing fame came

Apparently Mencken

welcomed such criticism

because he felt that it meant that his thrusts had struck home.

He once

,, 26
·
told Drei.ser that he had "learned more from attacks than from praise.
With unfailing bravado he collected "selected specimens" from the
vituperative attacks on him into a volume called Menckeniana: A
Sch.imp flexicon.
.

27

Criticism notwithstanding, he commanded an audience

larger than that of any other publicist.
"the most powerful private

The New York Times called him

citizen in the United States."

28

Two events which helped thrust him into this position were the
Scopes Trial (19 2 5) and the "Hatrack" case (19 2 6).

The Scopes trial

concerned a Tennessee state law forbidding the teaching of evolution.

A

high school biology teacher, John Scopes, was indicted to test the law.
Mencken called Clarence Darrow into volunteering as one of Scope's
def2nse attorneys.

Both Mencken and Darrow saw the Tennessee law as

prohibiting man's freedom to use his mind.

Mencken claimed that the

strategy for the defense was formulated at his home in Baltimore.

On

one level he saw the trial as part of the human circus and on another
level he saw the boobus Americanus in open combat with the enlightened,
liberal minority.

From the outset he knew that Darrow and the "upholders

of the light" would be defeated.

29

He sought to expose the fallacies of

Fundamentalist reasoning to the country as a whole.

His coverage of

the trial and Darrow's extraordinary cross examination of the defense
attorney, William Jennings Bryan, accomplished his goals.
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The "Hatrack" case took Mencken from the backwoods of the benighted
South and launched him into the midst of Eastern Puritanism in a battle
over censorship.

The April issue of The American Mercury contained a

short story about a prostitute nicknamed Hat rack.

Unaccepted by the

religious forces of her town, she entertained its menfolk in the
cemeteries.

"The punch line of the piece was her reply to somebody who

tendered her a dollar, 'You know damned well I haven't got any change.•fl

30

A long-time foe of the Mercury, the Reverend J. Franklin Chase, secretary
of the Watch and Ward Society, threatened legal action against anyone
selling the April Mercury.

When Mencken found out that the magazine was

not selling in Boston, he investigated and determined that he would take
a copy to Boston and sell it, hopefully, to Chase.
much attention.

Mencken's move drew

After selling Chase the magazine, Mencken bit the coin

Chase had given him to make sure it was not lead.
arrested by the Boston Vice Squad.

He was immediately

He won the ensuing trial and

threatened to sue Chase and the Watch and Ward Society for libel.

The

next day he was dismayed to find that Chase had succeeded in barring the
April issue from being distributed through the mails.
able to obtain an injunction against the ruling.

Fortunately, he was

Despite the heavy

criticism which fell on Mencken in the wake of this case and the great
cost to the Mercury (almost $20, 000 ), "the Mercury became the silent
American magazine and Mencken the international symbol of freedom of
31
speech."

The decade of the 1930 's was anything but kind to Mencken.
his great influence was beginning to wane.

By 1929

Most of his newspaper work

was limited to the coverage of national conventions and his "Monday
Articles."

His output began to decrease and his most important books
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were the Tratise on Right and Wrong (1933) and the revised and enlarged
The Depression and the

fourth edition of The American Language (1936).
New Deal took their toll.

By 1935 his favorite targets, Prohibition,

Puritanism, Comstockery, the Klan, and the Red Scare "had drooped and
died as timely issues, thereby diminishing the importance of Mencken,
their most valiant opponent, as a social critic."

32

This decline was swift

as public attention moved from "social and intellectual rebellion to
political and economic revolt."

33

Mencken remained conservative in his

economic attitude, and during the depression this alienated many of his
readers.
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His following ''shrank to a tight band of Tories, while the

Marxist critics belabored him and the other critics ignored him.

If

these thought about him at all, it was only to inquire blandly if he was
dead."

35

The 1940s saw a resurgence of interest in Mencken.

In 1940 he

published Happy Days followed in 1941 by Newspaper Days and Heathen Days
in 1942.

He continued to update The American Language through

Supplement_!_ (1945) and Supplement II (1948).

Though Mencken had not

changed his basic ideas from the beginning of his career to the end, his
later work shows that he had mellowed.

He was gratified by the positive

reception of his Supplements and his Days books.

The Days books, in

particular, gained for him a new generation of readers and this freshly
acquired popularity was almost as extensive as his popularity in the
36
.
twenties.
on November 23, 1948 Mencken suffered a massive cerebral
thrombosis which hit his speech centers.

He was never able to read or

write again though he could eventually talk we11.

Wl'th the help of his

secretary, Rosalind Lohrfinck, he was able to bring out A Mencken
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Chrestomathy in 1949.

On his birthday in 1953, The Nation collected

and published tributes to him.

One was particularly poignant, "As

Mencken has always been just one step--and not a very deep step--below
God for me, it is pretty hard for me to get any opinions of him down
37
. a 1 imite
in
· . d n wnb er of words."

By 1965 Mencken, who was once described as"the enemy of all
puritans, the heretic in the Sunday School, the one man demolition crew
of the genteel tradition, the unregenerate neighborhood brat who
stretches a string in the alley to trip the bourgeoisie on its pious
homeward journey, 11

38

had found his place in the literary and historical

.
..39
anthologies, and there he was treated "at length and with respect.
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Chapter VII
Another Influence on Mencken

A final head-to-head comparison of two critiques of poetic pieces
will illustrate the ability Brann and Mencken had to demolish through
ridicule and will make what seems to me to be a central point.
essay entitled "Her Beautiful Eyes,"

In an

Brann assaults the poetry of James

Whitcomb Ri]ey.
James Whitcomb Riley, the poetical ass with the three-story
name which he invariably inflicts upon the public in full, has
broken out again.

He grasps his cornstalk fiddle and

twitters:
"Oh; her beautiful eyes!

They are as blue as the dew

On the violet's bloom when the morning is new,
And the light of their love is the gleam of the sun
O'er the meadows of spring where the quick shadows run.
As the morn shifts the mists and the clouds from the
skies-So I stand in the dawn of her beautiful eyes."
Beautiful!

Slides off slick as grease!

But we are pained,

Jamesie, absolutely pained to learn that "the light of their
love" is intermittent.

But perchance you couldn't stand to

have the calcium turned on all the time.

We learn from the
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.
following stanza that even a semi.
occasional
burst of
splendor is too much for you, --causes you
to wilt like turnip
tops in a green-grocer's window.1
Mencken's critique appeared in an article entitled, "The
Troubadours A-Twitter."

He discusses, if you can call it that, the

work of Professor Edwin F. Haworth of Kansas City, Missouri, "The Edgar
Allan Poe of those parts."

He begins,

He [Haworth] opens fire at once and his choice is a lay of
amour.

To wit:

Azmarine!

Enchantress, she

Leads me through the glens,
Coaxing and beguiling me
With some power not human's
Hold up, good professor!
the glens .
this?

Let us hear that again.

power not human's"?

What sort of prosody is

Hast the effrontery in this high-toned company to rhyme

"glens" with "humans," even with "humans"?
Out with him, Zarathustra!
.

fence with him!

The ideer! .

Down the chute with him!

.
h'im!
To the 1·ions with

Those two pieces share a great deal.
tone.

"Through

Over the

2

They are both very flip in

Neither gives any real consideration to the poems under

examination.

Neither employs any legitimate critical techniques to

arrive at their overall attitudes toward the poems.

Mencken's piece was

written in 1915 and shows all of the "smartness" so characteristic of
his early writing.

Of this early style Fecher in Mencken:

A Study of
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His Thought wrote, "There is about even the
best of it an element of

smartness, a deliberate attempt to shock and
appall, that very often

defeats his own purpose. .

He postures, he makes faces, he thumbs

his nose, he uses every trick in the book to cajole the intelligen
t
reader and infuriate the less nimble-witted one.

11

reminiscent of Adolph Meyer's criticism of Brann:

3

This assessment is
"But in his main

activity as a smasher of fakes and shams, he did what should have been
.
a useful work. His
efforts, however, came to naught." 4
Mencken moved beyond this counter-productive "smartness."
himself, believed that his prose began to "take form" in 1906.

He,
Before

that he saw his writing as somewhere between "pretty bad" and sound
journalistically but without "character.

11

5

As his writing matured,

he began to drop the "showing off" so well illustrated by the passage
above.

After consideration of many elements, is is apparent that Brann

did have an influence on Mencken and that Mencken eventually moved far
beyond that influence.
newspaper work.

Brann's impact is most evident in Mencken's early

The character of his later prose and particularly that

found in his books differs greatly from Brann's.
Brann in his colunm "The Free Lance."

Mencken most resembles

The tone and structure of "The

Free Lance" are remarkably like Brann's "Salmagundi," both comprised of
brief observations, witty assaults and irreverent slaps at whoever and
whatever constituted the current opposition.
defense of the attitude presented.

There is no explanation or

Both writers seem to assume that

their readers will understand and agree.

There is an air of exclusivity

about the colunms which makes them seem to be "inside jokes" between
club members.

Both colwnns are delightful to read.

assured and unencumbered by development.

They are flashy,

They would seem to support the
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belief that Mencken, and Brann as well, was a master of the sentence
rather than the essay.

There is no argument to agree or disagree with;

there is only the quick, clean thrust which so delighted their readers.
Mencken's newspaper articles reflected life as he saw it on many
levels, and he never hesitated to say in it what he thought regardless
of the size or power of his foe.
material:

He drew on many sources for his

other writers, his broad reading and his daily contacts with

policemen, politicians, taxi drivers, grocers, and neighbors.

Early in

his career he also drew on the ideas, attitudes, tone and style of
William Cowper Brann, who left behind him this injunction which could
readily describe the shaping force behind his career and Mencken's:
"Never attempt to move an ox team with moral suasion or to drown the
cohorts of the devil with the milk of human kindness."
Mencken did not overuse the milk of human kindness.

6

In his writing
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